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Hopthru Overview

Hopthru is a fare collection and validation platform designed to connect transit agencies on one 
system that can be accessed by riders across the country. Built by technologists with experience 
from Amazon and Salesforce, Hopthru’s platform allows riders to purchase and validate fares 
using either our visual validation or contactless system while simultaneously producing actionable, 
account based data for agencies. Hopthru has partnered with 15 agencies across 20 cities 
including bus, monorail and ferry systems. 
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Visual Validation

Hopthru’s visual validation platform contains two main components; the rider app and the agency 
analytics portal. Together these two products provide agencies complete control of their app 
experience while allowing them to benefit from a pre-built platform that can be deployed in weeks.

The Rider App 
Hopthru’s rider app allows passengers to purchase and store passes from any of our 
partner agencies with one account. Although the rider app is shared with multiple 
agencies, they each maintain full autonomy over their fare media and ticket visual 
styling, allowing for fine tuned customization.

Agency Analytics Portal 
Agencies on the Hopthru platform have access to a suite of back office tools including 
fare media management, ridership data, and transaction data. Data can be exported 
into CSV format which allows for a smoother reporting processes.

In recent surveys, 98% of riders said they would continue to use Hopthru in the future and recommend 
it to a friend

All user data in Hopthru is anonymized, creating a safe way for agencies to use their data to measure 
and improve service
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Youth • Single Ride Pass
Pierce Transit

Adult • Single Ride Pass

Pierce Transit

Active • Expires in 20 minutes

Activate

Senior • Single Ride Pass
Pierce Transit

Activate

Adult • Single Ride Pass
Expires in 20 minutes
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The Rider App

The Hopthru rider application is the fastest and easiest way for riders to select the correct fare 
and pay. Mobility has become a mobile first industry - agencies are able to build trust with their 
ridership by meeting them where they expect to be met, on their phone. 

Benefits:

Reduced cash usage: 41% of riders reported paying with cash before using Hopthru

Increased rider satisfaction: 91% of Hopthru riders reported increased satisfaction with 
their trips.

New payment options: Hopthru riders are able to pay with credit, debit or commuter 
benefits cards as well as Apple Pay and Google Pay.

Pierce Transit
Tacoma, WA
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Youth • Single Ride Pass
Pierce Transit

Adult • Single Ride Pass
Pierce Transit

Active • Expires in 20 minutes

Activate

Senior • Single Ride Pass
Pierce Transit

Activate

Adult • Single Ride Pass
Expires in 20 minutes
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Core Features

Purchasing Passes 
With Hopthru, riders have access to passes from every one 
of our partner agencies. Riders can purchase multiple 
passes with one transaction using the payment method that 
they prefer.

Storing and Using Passes 
Riders can store all their passes in their pass wallet until they 
are ready to ride. Passes can be used one by one, or all at 
once, allowing for parties of any size to travel together with 
just one pass purchaser. Passes in the wallet are available 
for use offline, ensuring that riders can access their passes 
from anywhere.
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Other Features

Purchase History: From the rider app, users will be able to view their complete purchase history 
including the price of each purchase, what payment method was used, when the purchase was 
made, when the pass was activated and when it expired. Each purchase will include a unique 
purchase ID which can be used as a receipt.  

Customer Support: As the Hopthru team is most familiar with its technology and its inner-
workings, it is best suited to quickly and efficiently resolve any rider issues. Within both the iOS 
and Android applications, riders have direct access to our support page where they can view 
FAQs and chat in real time with the support team. We guarantee a response within 12 hours of 
receiving a ticket. However, our historical response time has been less than an hour. The Hopthru 
team will handle any refund requests or chargeback disputes. We work with each agency to 
determine what constitutes grounds for a refund. The outcomes of any refunds or chargeback 
disputes will be reflected in the back-end portal.

Hopthru

Hopthru’s in app rider support portal
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Visual Validation Passes

Visual Validation System 
Hopthru has pioneered a touch enabled visual validation system that allows agencies to be agile 
and roll out a system with no additional hardware. Each pass can be customized to accommodate 
the desired look and feel of an agency’s passes. 

Hopthru’s system allows the look of a pass to remain the same each day and allows riders to show 
multiple passes with just one screen, simplifying the boarding process and making verification 
easier for drivers. 

Data Collected 
• Boarding time 
• Boarding location (GTFS stop name and stop ID) 

Security Measures 
• Live clock (counts by second, shown at the top of the screen) 
• Blue pulsing animation (pulses continuously from behind the agency’s logo) 
• Touch enabled authentication (pass changes between primary and secondary color when the 

screen is tapped)

Primary Color Secondary Color

9:41:31AM

Expires at:
4:18PM • Fev 16th, 2019

Adult (2)
Single Ride

Hopthru

9:41:31AM

Expires at:
4:18PM • Feb 16th, 2019

Adult (2)
Single Ride
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Agency Analytics Portal

Benefits:

Manage your data: Select a date range and export ridership or financial data to a CSV 
file on command

View ridership trends in one location: Understand which passes and rider types are the 
most popular from one screen

Control your rider’s experience: Edit pass details or styling and immediately publish the 
changes to your riders. Passes can also be added for special events, giving each agency 
full control over their experience on the rider app

The agency analytics portal allows agencies to understand their ridership in a whole new way. 
View boarding trends and understand changes over time, access real-time transaction information 
and maintain complete control over your fare media offered in the rider app.  
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Third Party Pass Programs

In addition to individual pass sales, Hopthru is also able to distribute passes in bulk for third party 
organizations. These programs are currently being run with employers and colleges, but the same 
concept could be applied to social services organizations, neighborhoods, or any other group that 
wants to make a bulk pass purchase.  

To get a program up and running, all that Hopthru requires is a CSV file with each rider’s email 
address. From there, we can upload all of the email addresses into our system, notify riders and 
allow them to enroll directly from the app. This process eliminates the need for physical passes 
and in-person enrollment which can create barriers to entry for riders and organizations alike.  

If at any point riders need to be added or taken off of the program, the list can be updated and 
Hopthru is able to make the updates within 48 hours.

Pass Program Creation Process

Deal struck between 
organization and transit agency 
for bulk pass pricing

1

Organization sends list of rider 
email addresses to Hopthru2

Hopthru emails enrollment 
instructions to all riders3

Riders download Hopthru and enter 
their email address into “Sign up for 
Pass Program” section of the app

4

Verification email is sent to the 
rider. Rider verifies their email 
address

5

Organization updates rider list 
to add / subtract riders from 
the program if necessary

6
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Thank you


